
The wilderness passport can be completed by the teacher’s instruction in school 

during lessons, on a day out in the wilderness, on a class trip, in a nature school,

 in a club – practically anywhere. 

Collect marks of assignments in this passport, study further information, take notes 

and learn new things, both indoors and outdoors in the wilderness!
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Wilderness experience, hunting and fishing have been integral to Finnish culture as long 

as people have lived at these Northern latitudes. In the past, these activities were essential 

ways of finding food, but people now go into the forest, out to sea or onto the fells to 

relax, unwind and experience the wild. Wilderness experience is not only about catching 

prey or finding berries or mushrooms in the wild: the secret is nature’s endless beauty, 

which overwhelms even experienced outdoor enthusiasts time and time again. It is all 

about experiencing and understanding nature:  a handful of blueberries, the warm glow 

of the camp fire, a fish frying in the pan, a black-throated diver’s call on a summer night, 

the white flash of a wild deer’s tail and the tired feet of a happy 

wanderer after a good hike. 

This wilderness passport introduces you to a wilderness experience in 
Finnish nature. Welcome to join us in the adventure!

To complete the wilderness passport, you must complete 12 assignments on four 
topics, with each topic having three assignments. At least one assignment in each 

topic is completed outdoors, but the rest can be completed indoors. 

The assignments can be found online at: www.eräpassi.fi

Finnish fish species
Tick the fish you have seen and write the name of the species on the line.
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Notes

Fishing is an occupation for some, and for others it is a nice way to spend a day in the 

summer. There are many different fishing methods, depending on the type of fish you 

hope to catch and the time of the year. You go fishing for the experience of it, to spend 

time out in the wild, and to relax. Fishing with a spinning rod, angling, fly fishing or a fish 

trap; which is the best way to fish? What do you think? A responsible fisherman always 

knows which species and which size of fish are permitted to fish and carries a license in 

his pocket in case it is needed.

04 Fishing
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List here the assignments you have completed!

      Assignment 1:   

      Assignment 2:   

      Assignment 3:   



01 Outdoor Recreation

List here the assignments you have completed!

      Assignment 1:   

      Assignment 2:   

      Assignment 3:   

Outdoor recreation or moving around in the wild is a popular hobby that improves 

your physical condition, relaxes you and provides you with wonderful experiences. You 

can start anywhere for instance just outside your front door, so there is no need to go 

far. Nature enthusiasts travel to the rugged fell landscape of Lapland, the charming old 

growth forests of southern Finland, or out to the islands in the archipelago. Finland is a 

large country with an abundance of fabulous, outdoor destinations. 
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More information

Game species
These are photos of animals that live in Finland. Tick those which are game species 

and name them. 
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Links:  www.largecarnivores.fi
 www.eraluvat.fi/en/hunting.html
 www.ymparisto.fi/en-US/Nature/Species
 www.luke.fi/en/
 www.riista.fi/en/
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Wildlife management means taking care of the environments where game species live. The aim 

is to maintain healthy populations of game species. Wildlife management measures include 

setting up boxes for birds to nest in, feeding elk and hares in winter, controlling alien species that 

do not belong in the Finnish natural environment, regular wildlife counts (e.g. based on wildlife 

triangles) and the restoration of habitats, such as wetlands.

There are 60 game species in Finland; of these, 34 are mammals and 24 birds that you may hunt. 

Most of the species are however protected a part of the year, and a hunting license for some 

species is needed. In order to hunt you need to get permission from the land owner.

Every hunter must also pass the hunting examination so they can get a hunting card.

03 Wildlife Management

List here the assignments you have completed!

      Assignment 1:   

      Assignment 2:   

      Assignment 3:   
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a rucksack  |  a knife  |  a first-aid kit (bandaid)  |  a drinking bottle  |  a sandwich  |  chocolate 

sausages  |  wellies/trainers/hiking boots  |  raingear  |  a map  |  a compass  |  matches

a mobile  |  a guidebook  |  binoculars  |  a camera  |  a warm jumper  |  a beanie  |  a cap

gloves  |  sunglasses  |  a bathing suit  |  a fishing rod with hook and line/a spinning rod/a jig 

for ice fishing  |  a friend/an adult  |  icehockey stick  |  remote control  |  a high heeled shoes 

a grill  |  a tv  |  an icecream cone  |  an umbrella…

What do you need to take along on a trip in the wild?

Where can you go hiking in the wild?
There are many kinds of hikes or trips. What would interest you the most?

A forest hike, trecking, fishing trip, plant trip, mushroom trip, berry trip, hunting trip, 

orientation trip, a trip to observe the arrival of spring, a trip to find tracks in the snow, a trip to 

grill sausages, boat trip, bicycle trip, swimming trip, a trip to collect trash, geocatching trip, a 

trip to take photographs, or some other form of trip?... 

Links:  www.nationalparks.fi/en/hikinginfinland/whattosee
 www.excursionmap.fi
 www.eraluvat.fi/en/
 Websites of municipalities

Litter-free hiking 
is a must! 

No rubbish, only 
footsteps, may be 

left in the wild!
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The everyman’s right, or freedom to roam, applies to everyone who resides or stays in 

Finland. The everyman’s right guarantees the possibility to move around in the wild and 

to benefit from the riches of nature, including berries and mushrooms. The everyman’s 

right involves responsibilities and encourages everyone to respect nature.

02 The Everyman,s Right

List here the assignments you have completed!

      Assignment 1:   

      Assignment 2:   

      Assignment 3:   
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You may

• WALK, SKI OR CYCLE FREELY EXCEPT IN 
THE YARDS OF PEOPLE’S HOMES AND IN 
AREAS OF SPECIAL USE (FOR INSTANCE 
CULTIVATED FIELDS AND PLANTED 
AREAS)

• STAY TEMPORARILY IN AREAS WHERE 
MOVING AROUND IS ALLOWED (FOR 
INSTANCE, CAMP IN A TENT AT A 
SUFFICIENT DISTANCE FROM PEOPLE’S 
HOMES)

• PICK WILD BERRIES, MUSHROOMS AND 
PLANTS AS LONG AS THEY ARE NOT 
PROTECTED SPECIES

• FISH WITH A ROD AND LINE, AND FISH 
ON THE ICE

• MOVE ON WATERWAYS AND ON THE ICE

The everyman,s  
right in brief

You may not:

• DISTURB OR HARM OTHERS OR THE 
ENVIRONMENT

• DISTURB NESTING BIRDS OR GAME ANIMALS

• CUT DOWN OR DAMAGE TREES IN ANY WAY

• COLLECT MOSS, LICHEN, SOIL OR WOOD

• DISTURB ANYONE’S DOMESTIC PEACE

• LITTER

• DRIVE A MOTOR VEHICLE OFF-ROAD 
WITHOUT THE LANDOWNER’S PERMISSION

• MAKE OPEN FIRE WITHOUT THE 
LANDOWNER’S PERMISSION

• FISH OR HUNT WITHOUT THE APPROPRIATE 
LICENCES

• KEEP A DOG OFF LEASH IN AN URBAN 
AREA, ON A FITNESS TRAIL OR, WITHOUT 
PERMISSION, ON ANOTHER’S PROPERTY. 
FROM 1 OF MARCH TO 19 OF AUGUST, 
DOGS MAY NOT BE KEPT OFF LEASH EVEN 
ON YOUR OWN PROPERTY IN ORDER TO 
PROTECT REPRODUCING SPECIES

A licence is an investment in nature!

Where can you buy fishing and hunting licences?

www.eraluvat.fi/en/

Who needs a licence to fish?

• In most cases, angling and ice fishing are permitted without a licence. Remember to 

check carefully though, as fishing may be prohibited in some areas. You can check online 

for which areas are under a fishing ban.

• Younger than 18-year-olds can fish with a spinning rod for free, but fishermen aged 

18–64 must pay the fisheries management fee. Paying the fisheries management fee 

does not grant the right to fish in all water areas. The no fishing zones may be viewed at 

Kalastusrajoitus.fi.

• Fishing with nets and fish traps is subject to the permission of the owner of the water 

area. Fishing with nets and fish traps without a fishing licence is only permitted in marine 

areas in the outer archipelago owned by the State of Finland. 
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